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Abstract

Game theoretic reasoning about multi-agent systems has been made more tractable by algorithms
that exploit various types of independence in agents’ utilities. However, previous work has as-
sumed that a game’s precise independence structure is givenin advance. This paper addresses the
problem of finding independence structure in a general form game when it is not known ahead of
time, or of finding an approximation when full independence does not exist. We give an expected
polynomial time algorithm to divide a bounded-payout normal form game into factor games that
isolate independent strategic interactions. We also show that the bestapproximatefactoring can
be found in polynomial time for a specific interaction that isnot fully independent. Once known,
factors aide computation of game theoretic solution concepts, including Nash equilibria (orǫ-
equilibria for approximate factors), in some cases guaranteeing polynomial complexity where pre-
vious bounds were exponential.





1 Introduction

In a system of self-interested agents (i.e. a game), an agentcan use game theoretic solution con-
cepts to reason about the dynamics of its environment. However, it is often too computationally
expensive to apply a standard solution concept (such as Nashequilibrium) to a standard problem
representation (such as the normal form). One response to this has been to identify structures in
player utility functions that make solving games easier, and to represent games in compact forms
which specify those structures.

The prototypical compact form is the extensive form (cf. [12]), which encodes sequential ac-
tions in games. Another example is the graphical model [8], which compacts games where player
actions affect utilities only of selected “neighbors”. Local effect games [11] and action graph
games [3] capture symmetries between players (shared actions) and conditional interactions (where
actions affect only the outcomes of players of certain otheractions). In addition to helping agents
select strategies, more compact representations of complex games allow modelers to reason about
larger social systems, and help mechanism designers to design scalable systems with guaranteed
properties.

In this paper, we take a new perspective on compact forms by considering an agent presented
with a game where useful structure may exist, but is unknown.We model this by searching a
normal form game for a specific structure whereby independent strategic interactions are embedded
in a larger game. Our structure, once identified, can greatlyaccelerate computation of solution
concepts in some games – and, as we will show, has the advantage that it can be searched for
efficiently and even approximated for interactions that arenot completely independent.

As an illustration of our structure, we describe a stylized model of airline competition where
revenue is derived only from direct flights, and split between local competitors. Airlines in this
scenario can choose whether to service a particular route without considering other routes, and
still play optimally. To formalize this independence structure we introduce in Section 2 an algebra
over NFGs which allows games with independent interactionsto be reinterpreted as theproductof
independentfactor games. As we show in Section 3, factoring a game under our algebra produces
a more compact representation (in some cases exponentiallyso), and the factors of a game support
a “divide and conquer” approach to speed the finding of Nash equilibria.

Factors in our representation correspond to connected components in a previous graphical rep-
resentation for games, the Multi-Agent Influence Diagrams (MAIDs) of Koller and Milch [10].
MAIDs also capture structure in probabilistic events and directed independence (where one de-
cision is independent of another but not vice-versa), but are more complex and have not been
investigated from our perspective of search and approximation. Using our algebraic representation
and restricting our model to complete independence enablesour two key contributions.

Most previous compact forms can naively represent any game (e.g. a fully connected graphical
game or action graph), but it is generally assumed that acompactgame representation is known
prior to computation. We address the problem of finding a bestcompact representation programat-
ically by giving an algorithm in Section 4 whereby an agent oranalyst presented with an arbitrary
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game in its normal form can find all of its factors. By leveraging factoring techniques from compu-
tational algebra, our algorithm runs in expected time polynomial in the game size when the largest
difference in the integer forms of any one player’s utilities is bounded1, even as the number of
players and actions grows.

We take the Normal Form Game (NFG) as the object of our algorithms and analysis because
its exhaustive enumeration of each player’s utility from every combination of pure strategies most
fundamentally captures the notion of a game with unknown structure. The normal form has worst-
case representation length exponential in the number of players, making it unlikely that large multi-
agent systems will represented this way. However, the normal form remains an important theoret-
ical tool because results and techniques for the normal formcan frequently be translated to other
representations. There is also the potential for direct application of structural search on games
learned empirically in their normal form, such as those described in [17].

Our factoring algorithm contributes to another body of research on preprocessing games to aide
future computation and provide better worst-case bounds. Other examples include iterated domi-
nance [9], generalized eliminability [6], and CURB set preprocessing [2]. Games reduced by these
techniques typically omit information unnecessary for Nash equilibrium search. A factoring, by
contrast, contains all information in the original game. Asa preprocessor, our factoring algorithm
gives a new class of games for which Nash equilibria can be computed in polynomial time (those
with a constant maximum factor size). Cases with tighter bounds on Nash equilibrium search are
of interest as the problem of finding Nash equilibria in general has recently been shown to be
PPAD-Complete [5], even in two player games with binary payouts [1] (and the fastest known
algorithms are worst case exponential in the size of a game, c.f. [14]).

To our knowledge, none of the compact forms and only one of thepreprocessors [7]2 have
approximate counterparts for games lacking the precise structure they require. From our structural
search perspective, it may be unrealistic to assume that an exact structure exists in the multi-agent
system being modeled. To address this, we define in Section 5 an approximation on our algebras,
ǫ-factoring, for games withnearly independent strategic interactions. As an example, we extend
our direct flight game to include limited revenue for indirect flights. We show thatǫ-factors can
be used to compute anǫ-Nash equilibrium of their approximated game. Cartwright [4] has shown
that agents with human-like social behaviors will reach such an equilibrium, and solution concepts
with relaxation parameters have been more generally advocated for modeling agent behavior in
realistic settings [16].

We give a polynomial time algorithm for finding theǫ-factoring that isolates a specific inter-
action with minimumǫ. This allows an agent, as input, to propose a model proposingdecisions
for players to make independently. Theǫ of the returned factoring captures the stability of this

1Since we convert rational payouts to non-negative integersby linear transformation, this can be viewed as a bound
on the precision of player utilities.

2Conitzer and Sandholm describe a preprocessor for games where actions can be ordered according to their result-
ing utilities. They provide an approximate version for games in which some actions break the ordering by a bounded
difference in utilities.
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model, in terms of incentives for all players to consider thefull game instead. Additionally, the
returnedǫ-factoring incorporates the best possible approximation of strategic interactions between
decisions mistreated as independent.

Motivating Example

To motivate the structure we will discuss in this paper, we present the Direct Flight Game (DFG).
Players in a DFG represent competing airlines that must simultaneously choose subsets of direct
routes between cities to service. Parameters of a DFG specify, for each route, the cost of servicing
the route and the total revenue it will generate. Any player servicing a route pays its cost, but
competitors servicing the same route split its revenue. An example of a DFG with two routes is
given graphically in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Graphical example of a two-route DFG.

Its full normal form representation for two players is presented in Figure 2 (top). Rows and
columns represent pure strategies of each player and the tuple at their intersection lists the row and
column utilities respectively. Note that when deciding whether or not to service a route, a player
needs to consider only whether or not he or any of his opponents will service that particular route
— all decisions regarding other routes do not affect the utility generated by this one. In this sense,
the full DFG can be considered a collection of independent games, one per route, as shown in
Figure 2 (bottom). Note that if we were to add an additional route, we could simply append an
additional factor game, while the full NFG would quadruple in size.

Explained in this way, the normal form representation of theDFG registers as contrived. How-
ever, this is not immediately apparent from the normal form without the given context.

2 An Algebra of Games

In this section we define a gameproductoperator,⊗, and present associated vocabulary regarding
the algebra it induces on games. The goal is to re-interpret asingle game as the product of smaller
games that can be played independently while capturing all outcomes and strategic interactions in
the product game. We formally consider ann-player NFG,GA, as consisting of the following.

• S
A

i
, the set of pure strategies associated with each playeri. (We denote pure strategies with

s and mixtures asm).

• u
A

i
: P → Q, playeri’s utility function, whereP is a profile designating a strategy for

each player, and the rational value returned is playeri’s utility underP . If P includes mixed
strategies,uA

i
(P ) denotes playeri’s expectedutility.
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Neither LA-CH CH-NY Both
Neither 0,0 0,2 0,4 0,6
LA-CH 2,0 -1,-1 2,4 -1,3
CH-NY 4,0 4,2 -1,-1 -1,1

Both 6,0 3,-1 1,-1 -2,-2
¬LA-CH LA-CH

¬LA-CH 0,0 0,2
LA-CH 2,0 -1,-1

¬CH-NY CH-NY
¬CH-NY 0,0 0,4

CH-NY 4,0 -1,-1

Figure 2:Top: Two-player normal form representation of example DFG from Figure 1. Bottom:
Independent factor games corresponding to each route.

Definition 1. Theproduct of twon-player normal form gamesGA andGB, denotedGA ⊗GB, is
a new gameGC with the following properties.

• Playeri’s pure strategy setSC
i equalsSA

i × SB
i . E.g., there is exactly one strategysab ∈ SC

i

corresponding to every pairsa ∈ SA
i , sb ∈ SB

i .

• Givenpurestrategy profilePC for GC , where profilesPA and PB contain corresponding
pure strategies in each factor game,∀iu

C
i (PC) = uA

i (PA) + uB
i (PB).

Definition 2. LetGC be ann-player NFG. Twon-player NFGs,GA andGB, are factors of GC if
GA ⊗ GB = GC .

The bottom segment of Figure 2 gives factor games whose product is our example DFG. Each
factor game corresponds to a particular route, and pure strategies in the factor games correspond
to servicing or not servicing that route. Each outcome in thefull product game is the element-wise
sum of a pair of outcome tuples, one from each factor game. Forexample, the outcome in the full
NFG when the column player services only LA-CH and the row player services only CH-NY is,
(4, 2) = (0, 2) + (4, 0).

We can see that the ordering of the factors does not matter in the construction of the full game.
We can also add a route to our example DFG by taking the productof the full game with a game
corresponding to only the new route. This illustrates the following properties of the game product
operation.

Proposition 1. ⊗ is commutative (GA ⊗GB = GB ⊗GA) andassociative((GA ⊗GB)⊗GC =
GA ⊗ (GB ⊗ GC))3.

We define game product’s identity set,In, as the set ofn-player games with a single action for
each player and some constantci as playeri’s utility from the single outcome. Taking the product
G ⊗ In merely shifts payouts inG, which does not affect the relative attractiveness of any actions
under any contingency. For simplicity, we will discuss onlynormalized games with each player’s

3Omitted proofs are available in the appendix.
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smallest utility equal to 0, and useIn to refer to the identity element giving each player utility
ci = 0.

Definition 3. Ann-player gameG is irreducible with respect to game product ifIn andG are its
only factors.

Definition 4. A factoring for GA is a collection of gamesF such that
∏⊗

Gk∈F Gk = GA. If all
games in F are irreducible, thenF is a total factoring of GA.

The following vocabulary is used throughout this paper to relate objects associated with a
product game to those associated with its factors.

If GC = GA ⊗ GB, then a pure strategy inGC is called aproduct strategyand can be denoted
sab ∈ SC

i if it corresponds tofactor strategiessa ∈ SA
i andsb ∈ SB

i .
We denote a mixed strategy of playeri in the product gamemC

i . Theprojection strategyof mC
i

ontoGA, denoted~mA
i , is the mixed strategy in the factor game with weight on each pure strategy

equal to the sum of weights inmC
i on its products. For example, ifmC

r is a profile for the row
player of our DFG example with weights[.1, .2, .3, 4], then its projections are~mA

r = [.4, .6] and
~mB

r = [.3, .7].
There is a special class of mixtures where the probability oneach product strategy is the product

of the probabilities on its factor strategies in its projections. We call such a mixture theproduct
mixture of its projections. For example, the product of projections~mA

r and~mB
r above is a new row

mixture forGC , [.4 × .3, .6 × .3, .4 × .7, .6 × .7] = [.12, .18, .28, .42]. Note that some mixtures,
including mC

r defined above, cannot be described as the product of any mixtures in the factor
games.

This notation extends to profiles as well; theprojection profileof PC ontoGA is denoted~PA,
and contains projections of each player’s strategy. Similarly, PC is theproduct profileof factor
profilesPA andPB if each player’s strategy inPC is the product of that player’s strategies inPA

andPB.

3 Reasoning with Factors

One benefit of our algebra is that game factors are games in thetraditional sense, and all solution
concepts and algorithms for the normal form can be applied tothem. To demonstrate that strategic
invariants of a product game are captured by its factor games, we show how a variety of solution
concepts can be transferred directly from factor games to their product. Specifically, we show that
the dominated and rationalizable strategies, and Nash equilibrium profiles in factor games describe
the only corresponding entities in their product.

First we consider the relationship between strategies thatare dominated in factor and product
games. Dominance plays an important role in guarantees of truthful behavior for many designed
mechanisms. Strategysi for player i is strictly dominated if there is another strategys′i which
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is always preferable; i.e., there exists a strategys′i such that for all profilesP−i over opponent
strategiesui(P−i ∪{si}) < ui(P−i ∪{s′i}). (For the notion of weak dominance the inequality need
only be strict for at least one opponent profile.)

Theorem 1. A product strategy isdominated iff at least one of its factor strategies is dominated.

We now provide a similar result for the concept of rationalizability. A strategy for playeri is
rationalizable if it isi’s best responseagainst some rationalizable opponent strategy profile.

Theorem 2. A product strategy isrationalizable iff all of its factor strategies are rationalizable in
their respective factor games.

Finally, we consider the most important point valued solution concept, the Nash equilibrium.
A strategy profile is in Nash equilibrium if no agent can benefit from unilaterally deviating. The
following results show that Nash equilibria in factor gamesdescribe the only equilibria in their
product games.

Lemma 1. If a product profile is inNash equilibrium, then its projection onto any factor game is
in Nash equilibrium.

Sketch.AssumePC is a Nash equilibrium profile in the product game, and its projection onto
GA, ~PA, is not in equilibrium. Then there must be some playeri for which there exists a mixed
strategym′

i that is a better response than his projected strategymi ∈ ~PA. We let∆A
i be a change

vector describing how to changemi into m′
i. Using∆A

i we can build a similar change vector for
i’s mixture in the product game,∆C

i , which improvesi’s utility, violating the assumption that the
original profile was in equilibrium.

Theorem 3. The product of a set of factor profiles is in Nash equilibrium ina product game iff
each factor profile is in Nash equilibrium in its corresponding factor game.

Sketch.A product profile in equilibrium must be the product of equilibria based on Lemma 1. The
product of equilibrium profiles is an equilibrium in the product game because the best response
structure is preserved by the product operator (i.e. the product of the best responses in each factor
game must be a best response to their product profile).

Note that Theorem 3 leaves open the possibility that there exist equilibrium profiles in a product
game that cannot be described as the product ofanyset of factor profiles. (For example, in a game
with all zero utilities, any profile is in equilibrium.) However, the following proposition confirms
that products of factor equilibria still represent any suchprofiles.

Proposition 2. If a Nash equilibrium profile in a product game cannot be represented as a product
of factor profiles, then the profile is aweakNash equilibrium (at least one player is indifferent
about playing his equilibrium strategy). Furthermore, there exists an equilibrium profile whichis
the product of equilibria profiles in factor games, such thateach player is indifferent between their
strategies in the original and product profiles.
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Sketch.It can be shown that the product of any equilibria’s projections is an equilibrium profile
consisting of strategies to which players are indifferent.

To summarize the results regarding Nash equilibria, we haveshown that all Nash equilibrium
profiles in a product game are either strict equilibria whichare the product of equilibrium profiles
in factor games, or else they are part of a collection of weak equilibria whose projections are
Nash equilibria. In the latter case, the product of the projections constitutes a representative of the
collection. Therefore we can describe all Nash equilibria in a product game, by generating profiles
that are the products of every combination of equilibria in its factor games.

The number of Nash equilibria in a product game can potentially be infinite, but we can pro-
duce a single Nash equilibrium simply by finding one in each factor. We therefore derive the
following two corollaries. We denote the complexity of finding a Nash equilibrium in a game with
representation lengthx asNE(x).

Corollary 1. A Nash equilibrium of a game with representation lengthn and a known factoring
can be found inO(n + NE(n′)) time, wheren′ is the representation length of the largest factor.

Corollary 2. For any game with representation lengthn and constant maximum irreducible factor
size, its totally factored representation (i) has lengthO(log(n)), and (ii) allows a Nash equilibrium
to computed in timeO(n).

4 Factoring Games

Consider a scenario where factorable interactions are not immediately apparent, but the corre-
sponding game is factorable. For example, the NFG given in Figure 2 could be an airline’s empiri-
cal estimation of how profit is distributed under different competitive scenarios, without the airline
knowing that profits from routes are independent. In this section we give the outline (abbreviated
due to space) of an algorithm for finding factors of an arbitrary NFG in time polynomial in the
size of the game and the largest difference in any one player’s utilities. The two primary aspects
of game factoring are i.) identifying the redundancy in utilities that allows them to be expressed as
summations and ii.) maintaining the strategic interactions of the original game in the factors. Our
algorithm involves two phases accomplishing these tasks.

4.1 Factoring Strategy Sets

In the first phase we describe each player’s impact on all outcome utilities as the sum of the impacts
of several distinct decisions, rather than a single choice between pure strategies. We identify for a
playeri the strategy setsS1

i , . . . S
k
i with thepotentialto becomei’s factor strategy sets in a total

factoring. We call these “potential” factor strategy sets because in this phase we consider one
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player at a time and ignore interactions between players that could prevent decisions from being
reasoned about independently.

We first represent each playeri’s strategy setSi in the original game as a polynomialfi en-
coding the utilities of all outcomes in which each strategy is played. Each term offi encodes the
impact of a single strategys as the product of placeholder variables, labeledx(P−i,j), corresponding
to each profile of opponent pure strategiesP−i and playerj. The exponent on eachx in a term
equals the utility for playerj whens is played againstP−i. Utilities may be rational or negative,
so we multiply them by a constantλ and offset them byC in order to make them valid polynomial
exponents (i.e. non-negative integers). The coefficients of the polynomial are in the non-negative
integersN (coefficients greater than one occur only in the case of redundant strategies).

fi =
∑

s∈Si

∏

P−i

∏

j

x
λuj(P−i∪{s})+C

(P−i,j)
(1)

For example, in the DFG described in Figure 2 we represent therow player’s strategy set as the
following polynomial. Note that we have given arbitrary butconsistent indices to eachx. Expo-
nents on variables with odd indices are payouts for the row player; even ones are for the column
player.

fV
= x2

1
x2

2
x2

3
x4

4
x2

5
x6

6
x2

7
x8

8
+ x4

1
x2

2
x1

3
x1

4
x4

5
x6

6
x1

7
x5

8
+

x6

1
x2

2
x6

3
x4

4
x1

5
x1

6
x1

7
x3

8
+ x8

1
x2

2
x5

3
x1

4
x3

5
x1

6
x0

7
x0

8

Observe that the product of two polynomials constructed in this way is a new polynomial where
the exponents on each term are the sums of exponents from a pair of terms in the factor polynomi-
als. In this way the product of two such polynomials represents a strategy set with outcome utilities
as defined by our game product operator. Conversely, factoring anyfi into the product of lower
degree polynomials is equivalent to findingi’s potential factor strategy sets,S1

i , . . . S
k
i .

4.2 Preserving Strategic Invariants

Each potential factor strategy set can be thought of as a separate decision made by a player regard-
ing how to impact the game. However, these decisions may not all be made in isolation — some of
themstrategically interact4, and must be reasoned about together as part of the same factor game.
Intuitively, a potential factor strategy setSA

i strategically interacts withSB
j if player i’s choice

from SA
i affects the relative impact on some player ofj’s choices fromSB

j .

4Note that a directed version of the same concept is given for MAIDs asstrategic relevance.
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Definition 5. Observe that we can describe any pure strategy profileP in the product game as
the product of choices from each potential factor strategy set for all players. Givens ∈ SA

i and
s′ ∈ SB

j , letP(s,s′) denote the profile identical toP except fori’s choice ofs andj’s choice ofs′. SA
i

strategically interactswith SB
j if there exists profileP , potential factor strategiessa, s

′
a ∈ SA

i and
sb, s

′
b ∈ SB

i , and playerk such thatk’s difference in utility in the product game whenj switches
from sb to s′b is not the same for both ofi’s choices,sa ands′a,

uk(P(sa,sb)) − uk(P(sa,s′
b
)) 6= uk(P(s′a,sb)) − uk(P(s′a,s′

b
))

To find groups of strategy sets thatcan be isolated, we compute the transitive closure of the
strategic interaction relation. Groups of potential factor strategy sets under this closure are minimal
collections such that no members from different groups interact. Each such group corresponds to
one factor game in a total factoring of the original.

To generate a factor game from a group, we first construct a factor strategy set for each player by
taking the Cartesian product of that player’s potential factor strategy sets in the group. (If a group
has no sets for a player, we give that player one dummy strategy with no impact on the game).
We then calculate utilities of the factor game by holding decisions outside that factor constant
and examining the differences in utility granted to each player when different combinations of
strategies within the factor are selected.

4.3 Complexity of Game Factoring

To factor the multivariate polynomial overN corresponding to each player’s strategy set we adapt a
method from [18]. We first use fast algorithms to factor the polynomial over the integersZ, which
might result in factors with negative coefficients. Then we try all ways of multiplying factors
to find a factoring with all positive coefficients. The fastest algorithms for factoring a sparse-
representation multivariate polynomial overZ (e.g. [15]) have worst case expected complexity
polynomial in representation size when degree is bounded. In our representation, this bound on
degree corresponds to a bound on the maximum difference in the integer form of any one player’s
payouts. Since the size of the polynomial we construct is thesame as the size of the game, and the
number of factors is bounded by the degree, we can both factorthe polynomial and multiply all
combinations of factors in expected polynomial time.

Interestingly, the semi-ring of polynomials overN is not aunique factorization domain(UFD),
meaning that there are polynomials overN with multiple unique total factorizations (c.f. [18])
and consequently strategy sets that can be factored multiple ways. This result can be extended to
apply more widely to our algebra, showing that there exist games with multiple total factorings.
Fortunately, the method above for finding a positive factoring of a polynomial can enumerateall
such factorings with the same worst-case polynomial time complexity. Thus, we can, with no
greater difficulty, enumerate all potential factorings foreach player’s strategies.

Given multiple ways to factor the strategy sets of each player, we may have to construct a
different total factoring of the game for every combination. However, in a game with bounded
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payouts there is a constant bound on the number of ways to factor one of our polynomials, and
therefore a constant bound on the number of total factorings. Additionally, we can compute the
transitive closure of strategic interaction in polynomialtime, giving us the following proposition.

Proposition 3. Our algorithm finds all total factorings of an NFG with bounded payouts and
representation lengthn in expected time worst-case polynomial inn.

In practice, we can factor a 2-player DFG with 10 routes (210 strategies per player) in about 1
minute on a 3Ghz Pentium 4 with 1GB of RAM.

5 Approximate Game Factoring

There are many reasons an agent might mistreat decisions that strategically interact as independent.
For example, due to an incorrect model, or computational resources too limited to reason about the
decisions simultaneously. In this section, we use our algebra to examine at what cost a decision
that is onlynearly independent can be made in isolation. We define anǫ-factoring of a game as a
collection of factors whose product is nearly (its outcomesare withinǫ of) the game.

Definition 6. The collection of games,F , with productGB, is anǫ-factoring of GA if every pure
strategy inGA corresponds to a distinct pure strategy inGB such that for any pure strategy profile
PA in GA, its corresponding profilePB in GB, and each playeri, | uA

i (PA) − uB
i (PB) |≤ ǫ.

We can extend our results regarding Nash equilibria toǫ-factoring by considering the notion of
anǫ-Nash equilibrium. A strategy profile is said to be inǫ-Nash equilibrium if no agent can benefit
by more thanǫ from unilaterally deviating. It has been shown that agents with sufficient behaviors
of imitation and innovation will learn to play such an equilibrium [4].

Theorem 4. The product of Nash equilibrium profiles in anǫ-factoring of a game is anǫ-Nash
equilibrium of the game.

To motivate this application of our algebra, we present the Indirect Flight Game (IDFG), which
extends the DFG to provide bounded revenue from indirect (multi-hop) flights. An additional
parameter specifies revenue to be split between carriers servicing some specific indirect paths. The
NFG in Figure 3 presents an IDFG variation of our original DFGexample, where an additional
revenue of 2 is available to providers of indirect service along the path NY-CH-LA.

The IDFG example can no longer be factored along each direct route because players receive
the additional indirect revenue by a combination of decisions regarding the two. However, since
the game is very similar to the DFG, it is stillnearlyfactorable. In fact, the original factoring given
for the DFG in Figure 2 (bottom) is anǫ-factoring of the IDFG withǫ = 2. Interestingly, another
ǫ-factoring of the example IDFG, shown in Figure 4, achievesǫ = 1

2
.

The naiveǫ-factoring of our IDFG example simply ignores the additional utility from indirect
demand. Theǫ-factoring in Figure 4 incorporates in its utilities an implicit estimation of the impact
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Neither LA-CH CH-NY Both
Neither 0,0 0,2 0,4 0,8
LA-CH 2,0 -1,-1 2,4 -1,5
CH-NY 4,0 4,2 -1,-1 -1,3

Both 8,0 5,-1 3,-1 -1,-1

Figure 3: IDFG example with revenue of2 available for indirect service between NY-LA via CH.

¬LA-CH LA-CH

¬LA-CH − 1

4
,− 1

4
− 1

4
, 2 3

4

LA-CH 2 3

4
,− 1

4
− 1

4
,− 1

4

¬CH-NY CH-NY

¬CH-NY − 1

4
,− 1

4
− 1

4
, 4 3

4

CH-NY 4 3

4
,− 1

4
− 1

4
,− 1

4

Figure 4: Minimalǫ-factoring of IDFG example in Figure 3.

of strategic interactions across factors. This is illustrated by comparing the two factorings in terms
of the difference in utility between servicing and not servicing a route. In the lowerǫ-factoring, this
difference has been increased in anticipation of the bonus for servicing both routes. The best such
estimation that isolates a particular strategic interaction is theǫ-factoring along that interaction
with minimal ǫ. It can be found by a semi-naive algorithm that, given the strategy sets (but not
utility functions) of twoǫ-factors, assigns optimal outcome utilities. (The factoring in Figure 4 was
computed in this way.)

Our algorithm is based on the fact that two outcome utilities(those with largest positive and
negative errors) determine theǫ in any minimalǫ-factoring. For each potential such pair, it solves
a linear program (LP) to assign factor utilities that minimizeǫ when that pair defines it. From the
solutions to all LPs it selects the one yielding minimumǫ. More precisely, for each playeri and
pair of distinct pure strategy profiles in the product game,P andP ′, we construct the following
linear program.

min
uA

i (·),uB
i (·)

uA
i (~PA) + uB

i (~PB) − uC
i (P )

subject to,

1. uA
i (~PA) + uB

i (~PB) − uC
i (P ) = −

(

uA
i ( ~P ′

A
) + uB

i ( ~P ′
B
) − uC

i (P ′)
)

2.
(

∀P A,P B

)

uA
i (PA) + uB

i (PB) − uC
i (PA ⊗ PB) ≤ uA

i (~PA) + uB
i (~PB) − uC

i (P )

3.
(

∀P A,P B

)

uA
i (PA) + uB

i (PB) − uC
i (PA ⊗ PB) ≥ uA

i ( ~P ′
A
) + uB

i ( ~P ′
B
) − uC

i (P ′)

The LP optimizesuA
i (·) anduB

i (·), player utilities for every profile in each approximate factor
game. The objective is to minimizeǫ, defined as the amounti’s utility in the product of the
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approximate factors exceedsi’s utility whenP is played in the original game. The first constraint
ensures that the maximum positive error whenP is played is equal to the maximum negative error
whenP ′ is played. This is essential to having minimumǫ in this iteration, since error from utilities
underP andP ′ are assumed to defineǫ from below and above respectively. The second set of
constraints ensures that, for each pair of approximate factor utilities, their sum underestimates the
corresponding utility in the original game by at mostǫ. The third set symmetrically assures that
they do not overestimate by more thanǫ.

The approximate factoring with each player’s utility assigned this way hasǫ equal to the max-
imum ǫ of the solution for any one player.

Proposition 4. Our algorithm finds anǫ-factoring that isolates a specific decision with minimalǫ

in time polynomial in the representation of the game.

Theǫ in the returned factoring can be considered the cost — in terms of model accuracy, or the
stability of equilibria it is used to compute — of reasoning about that interaction separately from
the rest of the original game. An agent or mechanism designercan use this technique to propose
a factoring as an approximate compact form and compute the incentive for any player to consider
the actual game instead.

6 Conclusions and Future Research

We presented an algebra that represents some complex games as the product of factor games with
independent strategic interactions. A game factoring can be considered a compact form and, for
a variety of solution concepts, reasoning about factors suffices to analyze their product (but is
potentially much faster). We outlined an algorithm for finding all irreducible factors of arbitrary
games with bounded payouts, with expected time polynomial in their size. Our algorithm is built on
fast computational algebra methods for factoring sparse-representation polynomials and computing
transitive closures. We tested the runtime of our algorithmon a specific class of games; additional
experiments are needed to assess runtime on irreducible games and games with differently shaped
factors.

To characterize strategic interactions that arenearly independent, we defined an approxima-
tion on our algebra,ǫ-factoring. We showed thatǫ-equilibria of a game can be found by finding
Nash equilibria of itsǫ-factors. The existence of an approximate reduced form begsthe question,
how good is a particular approximate representation? We showed that calculating the minimal
ǫ-factoring with a particular structure can answer this in terms of the incentive for any player to
consider the full game instead. We outlined a polynomial time algorithm for finding the minimal
ǫ-factoring that isolates a specific interaction. The resulting approximation incorporates a best-
possible estimation of ignored strategic interactions.

The most immediate application of our algorithms is in factoring and approximately factoring
games with unknown structure, such as those learned empirically. For games with known structure

12



our algebraic representation and theoretical results can potentially be used in their analysis.
We considered computing anǫ-factoring only when a factor structure was given as input. An

algorithm without this parameter, which searches forǫ-factorings that compact a game while main-
taining lowǫ, could allow fully automatic detection of tractable modelswith approximate guaran-
tees. This can be done naively by enumerating all possible factorings and applying our linear
programming technique. However, this would be impracticalin most cases, suggesting the need
for a better search strategy.

Search and approximate search algorithms for game factoring also serve as preprocessors for
other types of analysis, and this approach could be applied to other compact forms as well. It is also
worth exploring which structural concepts underlying various compact forms are non-exclusive
and could be used in conjunction. For example, both our direct flight game and its factors can be
represented as congestion games [13].

Our game product operator is defined in terms of summed factorutilities. A natural extension
to our algebra would be to consider other operations on factor utilities, such as multiplication, max,
or arbitrary functions. Another area for future work involves examining algorithms with worst-case
complexity independent of degree for factoring sparse integer polynomials overN, since this forms
the inner loop of our game factoring algorithm. This problemhas been studied for polynomials on
Z (and is believed to be co-NP-Hard), but not with the additional constraints imposed on polyno-
mial form by our game theoretic setting. Games with additional special properties (including other
compact form structures) may be even easier to factor.
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7 Appendix

Proposition 1. ⊗ is commutative (GA ⊗GB = GB ⊗GA) andassociative((GA ⊗GB)⊗GC =
GA ⊗ (GB ⊗ GC)).

Proof. This follows trivially from the fact that addition has theseproperties, and is the underlying
function of the⊗ operator.
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Theorem 1. A product strategy isdominated iff at least one of its factor strategies is dominated.

Proof. For clarity, the following proof considers only strict dominance and a factoring of only two
factors. The result can be trivially chained to account for any number of factors and extended to
weak dominance. Letsab be a strategy in gameGC with factor strategiessa andsb in factor games
GA andGB respectively. Ifsa is dominated by some strategysa′ in GA thensab must be dominated
by sa′b since the utilities ofsab andsa′b differ only in their contributions from outcomes inGA. The
same reasoning applies to the case wheresb is dominated by somesb′. This proves the forward
implication of the theorem thatsab is dominated ifsa or sb is dominated.

Now we will prove the backwards implication, namely that if the strategysab is dominated
in GC thensa or sb must be dominated in its respective game. Assume that neither sa or sb is
dominated in its respective game, butsab is dominated inGC . The fact that neither factor strategy
is dominated means that there exists some profile of opponentpure strategies,PA, for whichsa is
better than some other strategy inGA, sa′, and likewise forsb againstPB compared tosb′. Based
on this reasoning, the strategysab must be better than the strategysa′b′ in GC against the opponent
profile PC which is the product of profilesPA andPB. Thussab is not dominated inGC which
contradicts our assumption.

Theorem 2. A product strategy isrationalizable iff all of its factor strategies are rationalizable in
their respective factor games.

Proof. We will provide reasoning that applies to games with two factors, which can be trivially
chained to account for any number of factors. Consider a strategy sab for player i in a game
GC which is the product strategy ofsa in GA and sb in GB. Assume that bothsa and sb are
rationalizable in both of their respective games, then there exist rationalizable profiles inGA and
GB for the players other thani, PA

−i andPB
−i, such thatsa andsb are the best responses ofi against

PA
−i andPB

−i respectively. It must be the case thatsab is also a best response to the product ofPA
−i

andPB
−i in GC , which ensures thatsab is also rationalizable. This argument can easily be extended

to all of the other players in the game, which proves the forward implication of the theorem.
To prove the backward implication of the theorem we assume that a strategysab is rational-

izable, but (wlog)sa, its factor strategy from gameGA, is not. This implies that there exists a
rationalizable strategy profilePC to whichsab is a best response, but by our assumptionsa cannot
be the best response to the projection ofPC ontoGA, ~PA. Thus there is some other strategysa′ that
provides more utility thansa against~PA, and consequentlysa′b must provide more utility against
PC thansab (sincesab andsa′b differ only in their contribution from theGA factor game). This
leads to a contradiction with the fact thatsab was a best response toPC (which followed directly
from our assumption thatsab was rationalizable).

Lemma 1. If a product profile is inNash equilibrium, then its projection onto any factor game is
in Nash equilibrium.
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Proof. Assume the converse, thatPC is a Nash equilibrium profile in the product game, and its
projection ontoGA, ~PA, is not in equilibrium. Then there must be some playeri for which there
exists a mixed strategym′

i that is a better response than his projected strategymi ∈ ~PA. We let
∆A

i be a change vector describing how to changemi into m′
i. Using∆A

i we build a similar change
vector for the full game,∆C

i , that improvesi’s utility in the product game, violating the assumption
that the original profile was in equilibrium. We use∆A

i to improvei’s utility in GC by adjusting
profilePC in the following way.

pab ∈ PC
i = pab +

∆Apab
∑

b′ pab′

This adjustment toPC guarantees that its projection ontoGB has not changed at all, and player
i has received the additional benefit from∆A which contradicts our assumption thatPC was in
equilibrium.

Theorem 3. The product of a set of factor profiles is in Nash equilibrium ina product game iff
each factor profile is in Nash equilibrium in its corresponding factor game.

Proof. A product profile in equilibrium must be the product of equilibria based on Lemma 1.
To prove that the product of equilibrium profiles is an equilibrium in the product game we will
consider the case of a game with two factor profiles,PA andPB (this reasoning can be trivially
chained to account for more than two factors).

By the definition of a Nash equilibrium we have the following equations.

(2)
(

∀i, s′a ∈ SA
i

)

∑

sa

psa
ui(sa, P

A
−i) ≥ ui(s

′
a, P

A
−i)

A symmetric equation holds for the equilibrium inB. By summing the two equations, we have

(

∀i, s′a ∈ SA
i , s′b ∈ SB

i

)

∑

sa

psa
ui(sa, P

A
−i) +

(3)
∑

sb

psb
ui(sb, P

B
−i) ≥ ui(s

′
a, P

A
−i) + ui(s

′
b, P

B
−i)

Since each profile must be a valid probability distribution,and consequently
∑

psa
=

∑

psb
= 1,

all of the inequalities above can be re-written in the following way.

∑

sa

∑

sb

psa
psb

(

ui(sa, P
A
−i) + ui(sb, P

B
−i)

)

≥

(4) ui(s
′
a, P

A
−i) + ui(s

′
b, P

B
−i)
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This proves that the product projection ofPA andPB, PC = {psa
psb

| psa
∈ PA, psb

∈ PB}, is a
Nash equilibrium profile.

Proposition 2. If a Nash equilibrium profile in a product game cannot be represented as a product
of factor profiles, then the profile is aweakNash equilibrium (at least one player is indifferent
about playing his equilibrium strategy). Furthermore, there exists an equilibrium profile whichis
the product of equilibria profiles in factor games, such thateach player is indifferent between their
strategies in the original and product profiles.

Proof. Let profilePC be a Nash equilibrium in product gameGC that is not a product of factor
profiles. Our proposition states that there exists a mixed strategym′

i for each playeri such that
i.) uC

i (PC
−i ∪ {m′

i}) = uC
i (PC) and ii.) eachm′

i is the product of factor mixtures which comprise
equilibrium profiles in their corresponding factor games.

Lemma 1 requires that even if a Nash equilibrium cannot be written as the product of factor
profiles, its projections must nonetheless be Nash equilibria in their corresponding factor games.
Let eachm′

i called for by our theorem be the product of the mixtures belonging to playeri in the
projections ofPC . This satisfies the second condition of our Proposition, thefirst condition must
be true since bothmi andm′

i are best responses to the rest of the profile.

Corollary 1. Given factors of a game,G, a Nash equilibrium ofG can be found inO(n + NE(n′))
time, wheren is the representation length ofG and n′ is the representation length of its largest
factor.

Proof. This follows trivially from the fact that we can construct anequilibrium by taking the
product of equilibrium profiles in the factor games ofG.

Corollary 2. For any game with representation lengthn and constant maximum irreducible factor
size, its totally factored representation (i) has lengthO(log(n)), and (ii) allows a Nash equilibrium
to computed in timeO(n).

Proof. If the maximum factor size ism then there can be at mostlogm(n) irreducible factors.
Computing Nash equilibria oflogm(n) constant size games requires linear time.

Proposition 3. Our algorithm finds all total factorings of an NFG with bounded payouts and
representation lengthn in expected time worst-case polynomial inn.

Proof. Our algorithm for factoring games is correct (finds only total factorings) since factoring
the polynomial representation ensures strategies can be represented as the sum of their factors and
strategic interactions are isolated in their respective factors. Our algorithm is complete since we
find all possible total factorings, and has this time complexity as described in the main text.

Theorem 4. The product of Nash equilibrium profiles in anǫ-factoring of a game is anǫ-Nash
equilibrium of the game.
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Proof. Let P 1, . . . P k be profiles in Nash equilibrium inǫ-factors of gameG. We know from
Theorem 3 that the product ofP 1, . . . P k, P ′, must be a Nash equilibrium in their product game
G′, and from the definition of anǫ-factoring that the utility of every pure strategy profile inG′ is
within ǫ of its corresponding profile inG. Trivially, this result extends to mixed strategy profiles.
By playingP ′ in G′ no agent can deviate and improve utility at all, thus the mostany player could
possibly improve over playingP ′ in G is due to a difference between the two games, which is
bounded byǫ.

Proposition 4. Our algorithm finds anǫ-factoring that isolates a specific decision with minimalǫ

in time polynomial in the representation of the game.

Proof. The factoring has minimalǫ due to the construction of the algorithm (all pairs of outcomes
are checked for each player and there aren2 pairs of outcomes). Polynomial complexity follows
from the fact that the number and size of each of the linear programs is polynomial (O(n) variables
and constraints), and linear programs can be solved in polynomial time.
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